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New method for determining relative oscillator strengths of atoms through combined
absorption and emission measurements: Application to titanium (Tii)
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The authors introduce a procedure that combines measurements of absorption and emission by atoms to
obtain relative oscillator strengths that are independent of temperature determination in the sources and of
assumptions regarding local thermodynamic equilibrium. The experimental observations are formed into sets
of transitions and required to satisfy defined ratios. The screened data are adjusted with a least-squares
program to obtain optimized relative oscillator strengths and constants relating the observations to these
values. With appropriate choices of input observations, the constants are proportional to upper-level
lifetimes and lower-level populations. The procedure is illustrated by the published data of Whaling et al.
and Smith and Kuhne for 16 transitions in Tii. The relative oscillator strengths resulting from this
procedure have calculated uncertainties between S and 17/o {-95/o confidence level). Evidence is presented
to suggest that these uncertainties have been overestimated. Calculated oscillator strengths are normalized to
the atomic-beam absorption measurements of Bell et al. and to the experimental lifetimes of Roberts et al.
and Whaling et al. The absolute oscillator strengths are determined with an uncertainty of 7—18%. The
results indicate that the published lifetime for the level y 'D, of Tii should be increased by 24/o,

I. INTRODUCTION

Contemporary descriptions of radiative proces-
ses in astrophysics, plasma physics, and the
space sciences require many oscillator strengths
of high accuracy. Experimental efforts to satis-
fy this need are hindered by the limited applica-
bility of the most accurate methods of determining
oscillator strengths. Much time and effort have
been invested in obtaining individual absolute os-
cillator strengths with a variety of methods. ' Ex-
pansion of the list of accurately known oscillator
strengths, to include the many transitions of in-
terest, is accomplished by measuring relative os-
cillator strengths that can be adjusted to an abso-
lute scale with reference to one or more absolute
measurements.

Relative atomic oscillator strengths (hereafter
referred to as gf values) traditionally have been
determined from observation of emission or of ab-
sorption by atoms. Seldom, however, have both
types of observations been combined, and then on-
ly in a limited way. ' ' Huber' recently pointed out
some of the advantages that result from the com-
bination of absorption and emission measurements
on atoms for which one or more level lifetimes are
known. In this paper we describe a method for
such combined observations, and we show that,
with this technique, we can identify experimental
errors, determine relative oscillator strengths,
evaluate 'the relative level populations in the emis--
sion source and in the absorber, and determine,

in particular circumstances, the relative lifetimes
of the upper level. s.

The new method' for determining relative gf val-
ues depends only on photometry and, in the case
of hook measurements (cf. , Sec. II), the measure-
ment of hook separations. It is necessary that sev-
eral lines (a minimum of four) be measured, and
that each line be measured in absorption and in
emission. The doubling of experimental effort is
compensated by important advantages which wi1.l be
discussed. The method does not require tempera-
ture measurements nor assumptions of local ther-
modynamic equilibrium (I.TE). Furthermore, the
likelihood of undetected experimental errors is
significantly reduced for gf values measured by
two independent methods.

The method is described in Sec. II below, and
fol. lowed in Sec. III by an application to a system
of transitions in Ti I with observations taken from
the published liter ature.

II.;METHOD

A. Selection of emission and absorption data

We consider the four atomic levels a, b, x, and
y that are connected by the radiative transitions
whose wavelengths are X, A~„X,and X& (see
Fig. I). We call this set of transitions, basic to
the discussion that follows, a "bowtie. "

The relative photon emission intensity I(A.,„)
(photons sec ') of the transition X,

„

is proportion-
al to the oscillator strength f,„,thus
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FIG. 1. Elementary bow-
tie consisting of two lower
levels a and 5, two upper
levels x and y, and their four
interconnec ting radiative
transitions.

g.y„/g,f,„=(n'), „/(n'),„,
where (IX'),

„

is written for I(X,„)X,'„etc.If we al-
so measure the relative emission intensity of the
two tran. sitions from level y, we can combine the
gf ratios for transitions from x and y to obtain

f„f~ (IX'),„(IX')
„

(I~')„(I~')., (3)

where &B~ is calculated from the experimental un-
certainties in the I(X). Although Eq. (3) was ob-
tained by assuming a measurement of relative pho-
ton. intensities, it can also be cast in terms of rel-
ative emission energy ratios or in. terms of any
other emission quantity proportional to gf Note.
that Eq. (3) has no dependence on the populations
of the upper levels x and y.

With absorption measurements, one can obtain
the ratio of gf values for two transitions from a
common lower level, e.g. , the level a with level
population N„by measuring the ratio of quanti-
ties proportional to the gf values. For specificity
we consider a measurement of equivalent width,
W(X), for an optically thin source. ' For this case

W(X,„)~N, f,„X„ (4a)

~f,„W(~„)/X,'„
W(~.,)/~:,

' (4b)

Another choice for the measured absorption data
is, for example, dataobtained by the hook method. ""
In this case the squar e of the hook separation. is pro-
portional to the relativegf values. The absorption
data. dis cussed in Sec. IIIwere obtained in this way.

Combining the ratios similar to Eq. (4b) for the
four transitions from levels a and b, we have

I(X,„)N,g,f,„/g„X',
where N„is the population of the upper level x,
and g, and g„arethe statistical weights of levels
a and x, respectively. If we measure the relative
emission. intensity of the two transitions from lev-
el x we can obtain the ratio of the gf values,

f„f~ (W/A. ),„(W/X')~
f,

„

f~ ( W/ X), ( W/ A. )~„ (5)

We note tha.t the bowtie ratio obtained from Eq.
(6) would be rigorously equal to unity if our emis-
sion and absorption measurements were perfect.
The inevitable experimental uncertainties in our
measurements, however, will produce a bowtie
ratio that is scattered about unity within limits set
by our measurement uncertainties. Since the ori-
gins of error in emission spectroscopy (e.g. , self-
absorption, calibration of detector sensitivity, or
unrecognized blends) are typically different from
those encountered in absorption spectroscopy (e.g. ,
location of continuum, calibration of emulsionden-
sity versus exposure, optical thickness of source,
or systematic errors in the measurement of
hooks), the likelihood of compensating errors is
remote. We assume, therefore, that experimental
observations I(X) and W(A) that satisfy Eq. (6) are
free from gross errors.

If a set of four emission line intensities and four
absorption line equivalent widths fails to satisfy
the condition of Eq. (6), one would suspect that at
least one of the eight observations is in error. If
the measurements for only a single transition are
incorrect, one can isolate that transition by ob-
serving transitions from other levels, e.g. , c and
z, which are conn. ected to levels a, b, x, andy
(see Fig. 2). Using the notation abxy for the bow-
tie in Fig. 1 connecting levels a, b, x, andy, we
list a total of nine bowties for Fig. 2: abxy, abxz,
abyz, bcxy, bcxz, bcyz, acxy, acxz, and acyz.
The transition with the incorrect measurement or
measurements will appear in four of the nine bow-
ties and, from the failure of the four ratios to sat-
isfy Eq. (6), one can identify the offending transi-
tion. Our analysis does not point to whether the
absorption or the emission measurement of a
transition is in error.

B. Combination of emission and absorption data:
relative gf values

Given a, set of absorption and emission measure-
ments for a bowtie that satisfy Eq. (6), we proceed
to determine relative gf values for the four transi-

where (W/X'):—W(X,„)/X', etc. hR„is calcula
ted from the experimental uncertainties jn the W(g).
Note that there is no dependence on the population
of the lower levels a and b in Eq. (5).

We combine Eqs. (3) and (5) and assume a Gaus-
sian distribution for the uncertainties to obtain the
"bowtie ratio" and its uncertainty

R„/RE=1+ [,(kR„/R„)+(4Rs /Rs)']'~2. (6)
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g [Cigfi. —(w/~'), .l' [c.gf,. (—»'),„J'
[~(W/j '),„]2 [n, (»'),„]'

(8)

FlG. 2. Set of transitions between three lower levels
a, b, c and three upper levels x, y, z. This set gives
rise to a total of nine bowties (identified by the two lower
and two upper levels involved); abxy, abxz, abyz, bcxy,
bcxz, bcyz, acxy, acxz, acyz.

tions without additional information or assump-
tions. The absorption and emission measurements
of the radiative transitions, and their gf values,
are interconnected through proportionality con-
stants, thus [cf., Eqs. (1) and (4a)]:

(IX'),„=C,g, f,„,(W/X') = C, g,f
(IX'), =C„g~f,„,(W/X')~= C,g~f~,
(IX'),„=C„g,f„,(W/X') = C, g,f,„,
(D')~ ——C„gg~.„,(W/X')~-—C~g~f~.

(Va)

(Ix').,= c,
(I~')p. = C.gf~, '

(IX ) „=C„gf
(IA. ') = C„gf

(w/j ')..= c. ,

(W/X )~„=C~gf~„,

(W/X'), „=C,gf„,
(W/A. ') ~—- C~gf~ .

(Vb)

The number of unknowns is now seven, and Eqs.
(7b) can be solved for thegf 's and C's. Note that
the gf's, with gf,„=—1, are relative gf values, dif-
fering from the absolute gf values by the unknown
factor 1/gf,„.Because the unknown gf' s and C' s
are obtained from experimental quantities having
uncertainties, we solve the equations (7b) for the
optimum values of the unknowns using the method
of least squares. " We define the y by the rela-
tion

We abbreviate g,f, „

to gf,„,etc. , in what is to
fol.low.

The eight equations (7a), with four unknown C' s
and four unknown gf s, constitute only seven ljn
early independent equations. Therefore, a unique
solution can be obtained only if the number of un-
knowns can be reduced to seven. This is accom-
plished by choosing one gf value (by convention

gf,„)and calculating the other unknowns relative to
it. We substitute C„=C„gf,„andgf,„=gf,„/gf„,-
where u and I denote upper and lower, respective-
ly, in Eqs. (Va) to obtain,

In Eq. (8), &(W/A. '),„and A(D'),„.represent the un-
certainty in the emission and absorption observa-
tions; respectively, and the sum extends over all
lower and upper levels in the bowtie. Mathemati-
cal. details of the solution are presented in the Ap-
pendix.

The smallest number of transitions that can be
treated in this way is four, i.e., those of a single
bowtie. However, the system of transitions can
be increased without limit provided only that each
added transition has been measured in absorption
and emission and that all transitions are incorpor-
ated into bowties. For systems larger than the
four-transition bowtie, the number of observations
may exceed the number of unknowns. For the sys-
tem of Fig. 3, which is discussed in Sec. III, there
are 32 observations with 26 unknowns; 16 gf val-
ues and 10 l.evel. constants. The least- squares
method provides optimum solutions for this over-
determined system.

C. Physical interpretation of proportionality constants

Pa

The proportionality constants C in Eqs. (Vb) can
be given physical interpretations which depend up-
on the conditions under which the experimental ob-
servations are made. From Eqs. (1) and (7b) it
follows that

(IX )2,„N„
i.e. , the set of upper level constants {g„Cjare
proportional to the upper level populations N„. The
Q„cgdetermined can be compared with the Boltz-
mann populations in order to establish whether
thermodynamic equilibrium exists in the emis-
sion source, and to determine the temperature un-
der LTE.

If the emission observations are in the form of
branching ratios, " the constants C take on a new
significance. We replace (IA.'),

„

in Eqs. (Vb) by
(6laA'),„,with (Rs the branching ratio of the tra.nsi-
tion X,„(measured in A) between a given lower and
upper level. It follows that (cf, Ref. 12)

C„'= ((Rsh.'),„/(gf),„~r„/(1.50 x 10~')g„,

where r„is the lifetime (in seconds) of the upper
level. The (g„c„]thus form a set of relative life-
times (7] for the upper levels in the system.
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FIG. 3. Allowed radiative transitions between selected levels in Ti r. . The wavelengths are given in angstroms. The
relative intensity of each transition from a common upper level has been measured (cf. , Ref. 13). The relative gf val-
ues for each absorption line from a common lower level has been obtained by the hook method (cf. , Ref. l4%. These
data are tabulated in Table I, columns 4 and 5.

If the relative gf scale is made absolute by the
factor gf „,/gf, it follows from Eq. (10) that the
resulting set of Q'„Cgbecome absolute lifetimes,
thus:

Hence, a single gf~ may be used to normalize
the (7) values, or a single v~, used to normalize
the fgf) values. The quantity 7 is the normaliza-
tion constant. We will use such a procedure and T
in our normalization of the relative gf values for
Til (cf., Sec. III).

In studies by absorption techniques, one normal-
ly holds the absorber temperature constant. The

. populations of the lower levels N, are fixed. The
lower level constants become, for observations of
equivalent widths [cf., Eqs. (4) and (7b)],

(13)

The (C,) can be used to determine the validity of
LTE in the absorber by comparison with the Boltz-
mann populations for a given temperature. Often,
however, the hook data are reduced by using a
measured value for the temperature of the absorb-
er and assuming LTE. The results are tabulated
as relative gf values, gf„,. The (W/A. '),

„

in Eq.
(12) are replaced consequently by Qf„,),„andthe
various determined (C,) have a new interpretation.
These (C,) represent the ratio between the rela-
tive scale for the gf„„ascale which assumes
LTE and is based on a measured temperature, and
the scale of our optimally determined gf values.
Any systematic variation of these (C,) outside of
experimental uncertainty reveals a departure from
LTE, error in the temperature measurement, or
both.

III. EXAMPLE: gf VALUES FOR Ti I

The (C, ) can be used to determine the validity of
LTE in the absorber by comparison with the Boltz-
mann populations.

For observations in absorption that use the anom-
alous dispersion, or hook method, the quantity
(W/X'),

„

is replaced by («'/V), „,where K is the
hook constant, and & is the hook separation for
the absorption line at A.,„." The relative constants
C, in Eq. (12) become

We consider the 16 Ti I transitions illustrated in
Fig. 3. The emission branching ratios for the up-
per levels have been obtained by Whaling et al. '3

Relative absorption gf values for these transitions
have been obtained by Smith and Kuhne, ' who used
the hook method. They normalized their relative
gf values to selected absolute gf values of Bell
et al." These papers will be referred to as WST,
SK, and BET, respectively.
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TABLE I. The Ti r transitions illustrated in Fig. 3. The wavelengths are tabulated in col-
umn 1 and the lower- and upper-level designations are given in columns 2 and 3, respectively.
Colu~ 4 lists the observed branching ratios (gz in per cent) and their uncertainties for each
transition. These uncertainties are claimed to be standard errors (67 Pp confidence level).
Coluxnn 5 lists the observed relat&ve loggpgf value for each transition as measured bythe hook
method and its pub1ished uncertainty. The uncertainties in the input absorption data are
discussed in the text. The relative gf values, gf, and their fractional uncertainties deter-
mined by our least-squares procedure SNAP are found in columns 6 and 7. The results of
normalizing these relative values to experimental lifetimes of the upper levels [cf. , Table
III(a)] and absolute gf values from atomic beam absorption (cf. , Table IV) follow in column 8
(cf., Sec. III).

Input observations
emission absorption

8& (%)»g~p gf 1oe~p Sf
3635.462

3642.675

3658.097

3671.672

3.898.487

3924.527

3929 ~ 875

3956.336

3958.206

3962.851

3964.269

3981.761

3989.758

3998.635

4008.926

4024.573

-0.99 ~0.08 0.103

-0.54 +0.12 0.308

-0.22 +0.10 0.55

-1.23 + 0.18 0.060

-1.21 + 0.18 0.056

-0.41 +0.11 0.38

-0.25 +0.06 0.54

-0.10+0.06 0.75

-1.13+0.17 0.074

—1.02 +0.09 0.094

a E2 y G3 85 +1 -0 00 +0.05 1 00

aE3 y G4 84 +1 0.09 +0.05 1.21

a E3 y G3 6.3 +0.1 -1.09 +0.09 0.075

a E4 y G4 5.2 +0.1 -1.07+0.09 .0.076

a E2 y D3 0.64 +0.06 -2.17+0.31 0 0051

gE3 y Ds 12 9 +0.6

a E2 y D2 17.0 +0.7 -1.09+0.09 0.077

a E3 y D2 674 +07
aE4 y D3 68 +1

a E2 y E3 8.5 +0.2

a F3 y E4 6.7 +0.5

yE2

aE3 y E3 76 +1

aE4 y E4 89 +1

a E3 y E'2 15.7 +2.5

aE4 yF3 130 +0.7

+0.00

+0.10

*0.05

+0.11

+0.15

~0.12

+0.11

~0.11

+0.13

+O.ll
+0.15

+0.14

+0.11

+0.13

+0.17

+0.12

0.05, + 0.03

0.14, + 0.05

-1.067 + 0.04

-1.05) + 0.06

-2.23) +0.07

—O. lp +0.06

-1.055 +0.06

-0.454 + 0.06

-0.198+ 0.06

-1.16) + 0.06

-1.194 + 0.07

-0.36p + 0.07

-0.20) +0.06

-0.066 + 0.06

-1.07, + 0.08

-0.968 +0.06

~Cf. , Reference 13.
"Cf., Reference 14.
'&2 per degree of freedom of fit =0.298 (greater than 95% confidence level).

We have extracted from the published uncertain-
ties of SK only the uncertainty in their relative gf
values. The conversion from the published uncer-
tainties, e«[in dex (interval in powers of 10)], to
the uncertainties adopted here, ~f, was accom-
plished by

&f/gf=[&sx —(o o4)'] /(1''l)(0 484~) (14)

This expression removes the uncertainty of +0.04
dex in the absolute scale of BKT, reduces the
claimed confidence level from 90%%ug to 68/0 (i.e. ,
from 1.V to 1 standard deviation), and changes
from dex to fractional uncertainty; i.e. , b, (log„x)
=0.4848(~x/x).

The data from the absorption and emission meas-
urements for the 1.6 transitions are listed in Table

L Seventeen bowties can be formed (see Table II).
Column 6of Table II shows that the bowtie ratio
Rz/R„ is unity to within the experimental uncer-
tainties. We conclude, therefore, that the pub-
lished data show no flaws detectable with our bow-
tie scheme. However, we could reasonably ex-
pect that, for uncertainties at the 68% confidence
level, the bowtie ratios would be distributed wjth
approximately& within their uncertainties of the
value unity and —,without. This distribution is not
observed for the data at hand and the discrepancy
suggests that the published uncertainties in some
of the data are too high.

A linearized least-squares fittingprogram (here-
after referred to as SNAP) was used to obtain op-
timum values for the relative gf values, gf, and
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TABLE II. Bowtie systems formed from the transitions shown in Fig. 3. Columns 2-5 list
the wavelengths of the four participating transitions in the bowtie (see Fig. 1). Columns 6 and
7 list the values of the measured bowtie ratio Bz/It~ and its uncertainty ~(Rs/R~). Column
8 is the absolute deviation from unity of the experimental ratio divided by the ratio uncer-
tainty.

Bowtie a~/~& *&(a~/a„)
~1 —as/Z„~
&(a /a„)

1
2

3
4

6
7
8
9

10
11
12

. 13
14
15
16
17

3635.5
3635.5
3635.5
3635.5
3642.7
3642.7
3642.7
3898.5
3898.5
3898.5
3898.5
3924.5
3924.5
3929.9
3929.9
3962.9
3964.3

3658.1
3658.1
3658.1
3658.1
3671.7
3671.7
3671.7
3924.5
3924.5
3924.5
3958.2
3958.2
3958.2
3956.3
3956.3
3989.8
3998.6

3924.5
3956.3
3989.8
4008.9
3958.2
3998.6
4024.6
3956.3
3989.8
4008.9
4024.6
3998.6
4024.6
3989.8
4008.9
4008.9
4024.6

3898.5
3929.9
3962.9
3981.8
3924.5
3964.3
3989.8
3929.9
3962 ~ 9
3981.8
3962.9
3964.3
3989.8
3962.9
3981.8
3981.8
3989.8

1.462
1.227
1.014
1.117
1.002
1.154
1.142
0.839
0.694
0.764
0.791
1.152
1.140
0.827
0.911
1.101
0.990

0.665
0.277
0.278
0.369
0.202
0.327
0.207
0.402
0.350
0.410
0.411
0.351
0.243
0.259
0.331
0.435
0.288

0.70
0.82
0.05
0.32
0.01
0.47
0.69
0.46
0.87
0.58
0.51
0.43
0.58
0.67
0.27
0.22
0.04

level constants C for the Ti I data that satisfy the
bowtie criteria. The results for the level con-
stants C are tabulated in Tables III(a) and III(b).
The reduced X' of the fit from SNAP, with seven
degrees of freedom, is 0.298 (i.e. , the confidence
level is greater than 95/c). The consetluent uncer-

Level g„10C„&(nsec) T&hs (Qsec) T = &/&~

y D2 5 342 +38 25.7 +2.8 18.0 +2.7

y D3 7 192 +24 20.1 +2.5 18.0+2.7

y ~2 5 336 +46 25.2 +3.4 21.0 +3.1

y3z03 7

y E4 9 189+25 255 +34 220 +33

y G 7 112+ -5 11.8 +0.5 10.0 + 1.5

y G4 9 92+10 12 4+1 3 10 5+2 6

220 +24 23.1 +2.5 21.6 + 3.2

1.43 +19%

1.12 + 20%

1.20 +20%

1.07 +19%

1.16 +20%

1.18+ 16%

1.18 +27%

TABLE III{a). Values of the determined constants C„
and the relative lifetimes & obtained from Eq. (10), for
the upper levels shown in Fig. 3. Absolute experimental
lifetimes from Roberts et al. (Ref. 16) and Whaling et al.
(Ref. 13) for these levels are presented in column 5, and
the ratios 7'/&Ih~ (with uncertainties in per cent) are
listed in the last column. The mean value T(7), excluding

y D2, is at the bottom. The uncertainty in T(7) follows
from combining the uncertainties of the individual T s
and is consistent with their standard deviation of 4%.

TABLE III(b). The determined lower level constants
cs.

Level c,

tainties for gj, shown in column 7 in Table I,
range from 5% to 11%%uc. Although the uncertainties
assigned for the emission and absorption data are
claimed to be standard deviations, our results for
the bowtie test and the X' from SNAP indicate that
the uncertainties for one or both sets of input ob-
servations may be overestimated.

The normalization factor T [cf., Eil. (11)], which
was used to place our relative gf values for Ti i
on an absolute scale, was obtained both from abso-
lute gf values and from lifetime measurements.
We list in Table IV the absolute gf values for sev-
en of the transitions in Table l that have been mea-
sured by the atomic beam absorption method of
BKT. The normalization factor T(gf) =gf~/gf-
was derived from each line and the weighted aver-
age, T(gf) =1.11 ~18%%up was calculated. In Table
III(a) are listed the absolute experimental lifetimes
7~ for six of the upper levels in Table I as mea-
sured by Roberts et al. (RAS)" and WST using the
beam-foil method. We also tabulate the relative
lifetimes 7„=g„C„from SNAP and the derived val-

weighted mean (excluding y D2): 'F(7) =1.15 + 8%

~ Reference 16.
Reference 13.

al2
aE3
aE43

5 1.008 +0.06
7 1.019+0.10
9 1.060 +0.13

weighted mean= 1.018 +0.07
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TABLE IV. Normalization factor T(gf) derived from
the absolute gf values, gf,b„ofBell. et al. (Ref. 15) and
the relative gf values, gf, from SNAP. The mean value
of T is at the bottom. The uncertainty in T(gf) follows
from combining the uncertainties of the individual. T's
and is consistent with their standard deviation of 11%.

&abs T=Rf,b, /Rf

3635.5
3642.7
3956.3
3958.1
3981.8
3989.8
3998.6

1 00 +15Po 1 00. + 0&o 1 00 +15%
1.19 +18 1.215 + 10 0.979 + 20
0.399+19 0.308+11 1.295+ 22

0.702 + 20 0.556 +13 1.262 + 24
0.460+20 0,383+14 1,201+24
0.600 + 20 0.542 +11 1.111+ 23
0.855+ 10.5 0.753 + 13 1,135+ 17

weighted mean T(gf ) = 1.11 +13%

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We reevaluated the gf values for the 16 transi-
tions in TiI by our scheme for combining absorp-
tion and emission measurements. Our normalized
Iog„gfvalues, placed on an absolute scale, appear
in the last column of Table I and are found to agree
with the values of SK and WST, within their as-
signed uncertainties. However, the uncertainties
in our gf values are generally less than those as-
sociated withthe absorptionlog„gf values in column

ues of T(r) =v/7~ It is.apparent that the value of
T(7') for the level y~D20 is significantly different
from the weighted mean T(7') for the other six le-
vels. We conclude that the published lifetime for
this level may be 24% too short, and we have omit-
ted it when evaluating the average normalization
factor, T(7') =1.15+8%. The good agreement be-
tween these two normalization factors, obtained
from different sources, indicates that the absorp-
tion and the beam-foil measurements are consis-
tent. We, therefore, average the values T(gf) and

T(r) to obtain T =1.14 +7% and use this factor T to
place the relative gf values from SNAP on an ab-
solute scale. The logarithms of the absolute gf
values and their uncertainties, which include those
in the relative scale and in T, are listed in the
last column of Table I.

In Table III(b) we display the values of C, for the
three lower levels of Fig. 3. These constants are
the ratio of the relative gf values obtained from
the hook measurements assuming LTE and a val-
ue of the temperature, and the calculated gf from
SNAP. The agreement between these three lower
level constants, within experimental uncertainty,
affirms the assumption by SK of LTE in the fur-
nace and the correctness of their furnace tempera. -
ture mea, surement.

5 of Table I. Our analysis indicates that the un-
certainties in some of the published input observa-
tions have been overestimated and consequently
that the uncertainties in our relative values which
follow from the input data, may be overestimated.
We presented evidence that the y'D,' level lifetime
measured by RAS is about 24% too small. The re-
liability in our gf values was strengthened by nor-
malization against independent sets of absolute
lifetimes and gf values. We found LTE existed in
the furnace of SK although departure from LTE
would not have vitiated our results presented here.

We will present applications of our method to
CoI and YI in the near future.

(A1)

We make use of the logarithmic approximation
to avoid the nonlinear normal equations that re-
sult from minimizing g as it stands in Eq. (Al).
We consider the first sum in Eq (Al) and. write it
as

B)„
~[~(w/~'), J' ' (A2)

where

8,„=C,gf,„—( W/X'),„.
We rearrange Eq. (A3) so that

(A3)

and we adopt the approximation log„(1+x)=x log»e
to obtain

('"
/ 2) =

log~DC (+ log|0 gf(„—log~0(W/X )(„.W ~~r.
(A5)
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APPENDIX

The )i' we want to minimize [cf., Eq. (8)] is
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In those cases where the uncertainty in individual
measurements is large, this approximation is
poor. It can be shown, however, that for these da-
ta the differences in results obtained for X' in Eq.
(Al) and Eq. (A8) are insignificant. We now make
the following changes in notation

log, ()gfi„=s-i log).o C„=-e„~,log, () C) =- e),

ber of degrees of freedom associated with X' in
Eq. (A8) is N= m —n+ 1.

We form the column vector x of the unknown 5 's
and ~'s, the symmetric square matrix ~ of the
coefficients of these unknown 5' s and 6's, and the
column vector& of the constant terms S/(&&)' and
(s/(4(d)' from Eqs. (A10)-(A12). This system of
linearized normal equations can now be written
compactly as

(A13)

The solution follows directly from matrix inver-
sion

The sum (A2) becomes (A6)

(A7)

(A14)

We calculate the uncertainty, M„in a particular
x, (i.e. , a particular B' or i') from

(A15)
The second sum in Eq. (Al) may be treated in the
same approximation so that Eq. (Al) becomes

2 ~ ( ) ~))) l))) (~)) +I)) s)))) (A8)(~,„)' (~s,„)'

where the suID extends over all the emission
(8+ b8—=S+ b&) and the absorption (8 + &8—= (o + &(o)
observations. By differentiation of Eq. (A14), we
get

The system of linearized normal equations, which
follows from minimizing X', is obtained from

8 ' ' 8k BE—'= g E,„"+h„-,-'". (A16)

~X 8X ~X

86 86„9+,
„

(A 9)

$1 + 7
4)] ~ —6 ] 0] ~ —6

if (g+ )2 (~ )2
1

(aw„.)' -(sa„)')' (A10)

Z( Q(o )
(A 1 1)

These equations, for a transition between a speci-
fic lower level i and upper level j, are

However, because the E,„arefunctions of the un-
certainties of the observations and not of the ob-
servations themselves, BE,„/B8~=0. Furthermore,
the sum over x has at most two contributions from
elements of &. One element, E«, arises from the
relation of the observation to the determined gf
value and the other element E&, from the relation
of the observation to the determined level con-
stant 6 [cf. , Eq. (7)J. It follows from the form of
the elements h„ofk that

~ li ~li
(A 12)

Therefore,

(A17)

The sums in Eqs. (All) and (A12) extend over all
upper levels u and lower levels l which connect, by
radiative transitions, to the levels i and j, - respec-
tively. If the number of transitions is I and the
total number of levels involved is n, then Eqs.
(A10)-(A12) constitute a system of m+ n —1 lin-
early independent equations. If the number of
emission and absorption data is d =2m, the num-

), 'F' (E„+E,.
)

*
(A18)

The solution to the system of Eqs. (A10)—(A12),
expressed as Eq. (A14) and the evaluation of the
uncertainties from Eq. (A18) have been pro-
grammed and executed on a Digital Equipment
Corporation VAX 11/780 computer system.
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